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The Learn to Play and Rules Reference are two documents that
newcomers to the game will need to download and read. They are
basically instruction manuals to get to know how to play the game
in the simplest way. If you want to buy a couple minis today, youll
have to read those two documents, but this is a first step in
getting you to understand the rules and how they work. Once
youve fully studied those two documents, all you will need are the
latest player and enemy cards to begin your attacks. As
mentioned earlier, one thing that you need to prepare before you
get the game is the market tokens. These tokens are what make
the game play different from the typical war games out on the
shelves today. They are both “playable” and “currency” to the
game. Tokens in the game are used to purchase items and are
used by players to purchase and redeem food. These tokens are
used to purchase items. Other players in the game can use
market tokens to purchase items that they sell for tokens (e.g.,
food, or weapon). In a card game, currency can only come from
winning battles. In a card game, getting even would just mean
that players got a win that worth a little bit of currency. In a card
game, currency is usually given out equal to the players ability to
buy from the cards in their deck. In a card game, a victory is
usually worth enough tokens to buy all of the cards that are in a
player’s deck. In a card game, defeats are usually the only way for
a player to get tokens. In a card game, it is not possible to get
wins and defeats by playing cards, so the only way to get tokens
in a card game is to get the chance to play the cards that win the
game.
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The only thing more satisfying than using Star Wars: Legion to
create an army that stands alone is when you use it to destroy
your opponent on the battlefield. Even a handful of figures can

make a huge impact in a game, and Star Wars: Legion includes all
the necessary figures and their upgrade cards to take you from
the Dawn of the Galactic Civil War all the way up to the Galactic

Empire and beyond. As you play out battles in the Core Set or add
custom content, youll find yourself at the epicenter of thousands

of thrilling infantry clashes, all carefully laid out by a modular map
system that makes every location feel unique and pivotal. And if

youre not quite ready to fight, you can also use Star Wars: Legion
to relax by designing a custom scenario and hosting it in the

Community Scenario Builder. Just as exciting is the Community of
fellow Star Wars: Legion players. With the Community Card Game

(CCG) feature, thousands of players can battle it out in modes
such as Draft, Sealed, and Tournament, as they compete for

bragging rights and special prizes! The Community Card Game
feature in Star Wars: Legion is perfect for local parties and launch

parties, and even if theres no one close enough to join you in a
local game, its still possible to play remotely with opponents

spread across the world! If you love your _Star Wars_universe to
the core, then its time to face off against other players on the

servers or in the Community Scenario Builder to design your next
epic and unexpected _Star Wars_universe experience. Through
tournament play, draft, and other modes, Star Wars: Legion lets

you design your own story, battle your way to victory, and craft an
army that only you could have built. With many possible

outcomes, theres no wrong way to play. Theres no Star Wars:
Legion without you, and theres no you without Star Wars: Legion!
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